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General Information

Introduction

This brochure contains brief descriptions of excursions available both during your cruise and Alaska cruisetour. Please book your
excursions as soon as possible since certain excursions can accommodate only a limited number of participants. We recommend that
you purchase them in advance of your vacation in order to avoid disappointment.

Activity Level

The Excursions presented in this brochure require the guest to use a motor coach or other forms of transportation which will require the
guest to step up 2 to 3 steps, approximately 10 inches high each. Most (but not all) coaches used can accommodate collapsible
wheelchairs. However, it should be noted that escorts, drivers, guides, and shipboard staff are not obliged to lift guests into the vehicles.
Lift-vans and/or coaches are not available in all destinations. Tendering may preclude guests in wheelchairs from going ashore at
certain ports of call. For further information, please check with the Shore Excursion desk on board or with your Alaska cruisetour tour
director immediately upon arrival.

Certain excursions such as Kayaking, Bicycling, Canoeing, River or Lake Rafting, Hiking, and Flightseeing have inherent risks of
which participants should make themselves aware of before making a valued judgment as to whether to participate in them. In all cases
participants should be in excellent health.

To assist our guests in choosing their excursions, all excursions have been graded accordingly to the level of activity they entail. Please
refer to the excursion symbols(s), which appear in each excursion description. Kindly note the below symbols act only as a guideline
and guests must make their own judgment regarding participating in tours. The symbols represent the following:

Mild

To fully participate may require leisurely walking over primarily even surfaces. There may be a limited number of steps, a minimal
amount of cobblestones or uneven surfaces, and some standing for extended periods of time.

Moderate

To fully participate may require extended periods of walking over even and uneven surfaces, steep terrain and/or water activity in a
slight current. There may be steps, inclines, cobblestone surfaces, and extended periods of standing. Participants with physical
limitations should take this into account.

Strenuous

To fully participate may require extended periods of physical exertion, extensive walking, climbing, or biking. There may be numerous
steps, inclines, cobblestones, and other rough terrain throughout the excursion. These excursions are the most active and have been
designed for participants in excellent health and very good physical condition.

Light Snack / Refreshment

If a light snack or refreshment is served on an excursion, it will be designated with this symbol.

Meals

Most tour departures complement the ship's meal service hours. If a meal is served on an excursion, it will be designated with this
symbol.

Shopping
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Time permitting, limited shopping is available during the tour.

Waiver

All participants on this tour are required to complete a waiver and/or release form. This document will be distributed by the tour
operator prior to commencing the tour.

Restrictions

Please note there are certain excursions that for safety reasons, age, weight and/or height restrictions apply. These restrictions are
imposed by the individual vendor and Celebrity Cruises Inc. must comply accordingly.

Tour Availability

Please note that not all excursions are available on all ships or Alaska cruisetour packages. Excursion prices and itineraries are in effect
at the time of printing and are subject to change without notice.

Weather

Alaska is subject to variable weather that may change rather quickly from warm and sunny to chilly and wet. All excursions will
operate rain or shine, with the exception of flightseeing tours and some water activities, which may have to be canceled for safety
reasons. However, Full refunds will be made to guests holding tickets for canceled shore excursions. In the event of an excursion
cancellation, every effort will be made to accommodate guests on other available excursions.

What to Wear

We suggest you dress in layers: a shirt, sweater and light raincoat should suffice. A comfortable pair of walking shoes treated for water
resistance is highly recommended.

General Information

When choosing an excursion please remember that the “season” in Alaska lasts approximately five months at best. In this time the
local operators have to utilize their equipment in the most expedient manner. There is only a limited amount of equipment available
on many excursions, including helicopters and planes, great distances are covered and space is severely restricted. For these reasons you
may find some excursions are fairly expensive. Also, remember that certain excursions are multifaceted and may include flightseeing,
lunch, and sightseeing combinations.

Wildlife

Various species of wildlife are prevalent in a specific area at certain periods during the summer. Although Alaskan wildlife is abundant,
Celebrity Cruises cannot guarantee any wildlife sightings on any of the excursions offered.

Sport Fishing

Please note that once the participation figures have been sent to the operator (minimum of 24 hours before arrival) no refunds will be
granted in cases where guests decide not to utilize the service for whatever reason. Provided are tackle, bait, and beverages, but only
good luck and your skill can supply the fish.

Helicopter Weight Requirements

Due to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of booking. This is a
requirement of the helicopter companies to ensure guests safety and comfort.
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What To Know

SHORE EXCURSION OFFICE: Desk hours will be announced on board in the ship’s Daily Program. Normally, the office will be
closed while the vessel is in port, unless otherwise stated. 

TIMES OF TOURS COMMENCEMENT will be published on board. In the interest of all concerned, please be punctual to the
meeting points. Guests wishing to travel with friends should proceed to the point of departure as indicated on your shore excursion
tickets, as this will help the tour staff to allocate space in the same vehicle.

EXCURSION TIMINGS: Most morning excursions will meet in a lounge on board the ship. When the ship is at anchor, staff will be
on hand to assist you to the departure point. Timings have been established according to information received from our Agents but are
subject to alterations should the vessel’s arrival time at the port be delayed or circumstances arise whereby the itinerary for a particular
excursion must, necessarily, be amended. Kindly note that excursion times provided online may be earlier than the vessel’s scheduled
arrival to a port of call. The time listed may be in local time as provided by the tour operator. The most accurate excursion departure
time will be provided directly onboard the vessel. When the ship lies at anchor, guests should allow ample time for the tender ride to
shore. When booking more than one excursion in a day, please allow at least 60 minutes between the return of the first tour and the
departure of the second excursion. Excursion departure times may vary from those listed on the order form, especially in ports where the
ship must tender guests ashore. Please check your excursion tickets for the time and location of departure. No announcements for the
excursions will be made on board the ship. All guests are required to be back aboard ship no later than 30 minutes prior to the
scheduled departure time, which is listed in the Daily Program and posted at the gangway. The scheduling of all Shore Excursions
conforms to this requirement. If you leave an excursion en route, it will be your responsibility to secure transportation and return to the
pier on time. If for any reason a ship’s excursion is delayed in its return to the pier, the ship will be notified and will await the
excursion's return.

JOINING EXCURSIONS: Please show your excursion ticket when coming ashore and boarding the excursion vehicle. 

SEATS are not reserved in advance. This procedure aids the rapid departure of excursions. 

PRICES of shore excursions are quoted per person and generally include available local transportation, ranging from coaches, taxis,
limousines, and boats. Meals and local taxes are included where specified. Where tours are operated by car, 2 to 3 persons are allocated
to each vehicle. 

WITHDRAWAL OF EXCURSIONS: The right is reserved to withdraw any excursion, to limit membership in any excursion, or to
make alterations in the operation of any excursion, which may be deemed advisable for the safety or convenience of guests. 

ITINERARIES are expected to be operated as described in the brochure but the right is reserved to change or omit a place to be visited
or the sequence of the excursion, in accordance with conditions or circumstances prevailing at the time of excursions, with or without
previous notice; bearing in mind the convenience and best interest and safety of guests. The right is also reserved to decline, to accept,
or retain any person as a member of any party at any time. 

RESERVATIONS/CANCELLATIONS: Shore Excursions are available for purchase once you are aboard the ship and en route to your
destinations except where otherwise noted, within the deadline advertised in the ships daily program. Very shortly after each closing
time and date, final confirmations are sent from the ship to the Agencies concerned informing them of the definite and final
requirements for meals, seats, number of automobiles and coaches, etc. If notice of cancellation is received after closing date and hour,
a refund can be assured only in the event of the ticket being resold. However, in the event of any of the shore excursions having to be
canceled, full refund will be made and upon tendering of same Celebrity Cruises shall be free of all liability in respect thereof. The
closing dates and hours for all excursions will be announced in the daily issue of the ship’s program. Land Excursions on the land
portion are available for purchase online at www.celebrity.com. Dependent upon availability you may also book land excursions with
your Tour Director on a first come first serve basis when you begin the land portion of you Alaska cruisetour. 

REFUNDS: No refunds are made to any guest who might cancel, deviate, leave, or otherwise not utilize all of the services scheduled to
be provided by an excursion. Members of any excursion who elect to leave the automobiles or coaches, in the shopping area, or
elsewhere, must provide their own transportation at their expense back to the landing place of the vessel. Should any such excursion,
however, be abandoned through ‘force majeure’ the best possible refunds will be arranged according to the circumstances. Any refund
request of prepaid excursions received by Celebrity Cruises 10 days prior to sailing will be made in full. Refund requests made on board
after the Shore Excursion Office closes ticket sales for that particular port will not be accommodated.

EXCURSIONS PURCHASED ON BOARD will be charged to your Celebrity Signature Account Card. Land Excursions purchased
during the land portion of your Alaska cruisetour will be charged to your major credit card. 

GUIDE SERVICES AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT: In certain interesting but off the beaten track places, professional
guides are at a premium. The best available and obtainable guides of competence are engaged. It is exceptional for drivers of public hire
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vehicles to speak any language but their own. Transportation equipment used for the excursions is the best available in the
destinations. Air-conditioned vehicles are not always available nor do all tour buses have restroom facilities on board. 

ENTRANCE FEES: Entrance fees to all museums and sites are included in the price of the respective excursions unless otherwise
stated. Occasionally, a small extra charge is levied if photographs are taken, and this is not included. 

TIPS: Tipping of any service personnel encountered on any of the excursions is strictly optional. 

MEALS: Most excursion departure times complement the ship’s meal service hours, so you can enjoy your meal aboard and then go
ashore. However, if you take more than one excursion in a day, your return on board may not coincide with meal hours. You’ll be
informed of meal times before arrival in each port. Full day excursions include meals where indicated.

ALTERATION OF FARES, TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, ETC: All prices quoted are based on tariffs and exchange rates
current at the time of printing, and are subject to increase with or without previous notice consequent upon any increase in the basic
tariffs and/or exchange fluctuations, which may accrue prior to commencement of the tours. 

NIGHT EXCURSIONS vary throughout the world’s cruise ports. Many hotels have international-type acts, others national dances or
folklore shows. Some ports are renowned for nightlife, while others are more conservative. We aim to take you to the most generally
accepted shows for the region. Check the charges before ordering extra refreshments, photographing, or recording. 

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS AND IDENTIFICATION: As a reminder to our guests, kindly be advised that passport, visa and
inoculation requirements and regulations may vary by destination and change from time to time. It is the sole responsibility of the guest
to obtain and have available when necessary the appropriate valid travel and health documents such as passports, visas, vaccinations
certificates, etc., that are necessary for air travel, disembarkation at the various ports of call and re-entry into the appropriate country of
origin.

RESPONSIBILITY: THE EXCURSIONS, TRANSFERS AND EXCURSION PACKAGES ARE OPERATED BY INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTORS AND CELEBRITY CRUISES INC. SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE IN ANY WAY FOR ANY DAMAGE,
LOSS, INJURY OR DEATH ARISING OUT OF ANY SERVICES PROVIDED BY SUCH INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS.
CELEBRITY CRUISES INC. RESPONSIBILITY DOES NOT EXTEND BEYOND THE VESSEL AND ALL ARRANGEMENTS
MADE FOR OR BY THE PASSENGER FOR SHORE SIDE EXCURSIONS, TRANSPORTATION OR ACTIVITIES ARE AT
THE PASSENGER’S RISK. 

Carrier (Celebrity Cruises Inc.) shall in no event be liable to the passenger in respect of occurrences prior to embarkation and after
disembarkation from the vessel. In selling tickets, coupons or vouchers or making arrangements for shore excursions, the Carrier acts
only as agent for others who operate such services and all persons accepting or using tickets or authorizations in any form for such
services shall thereby be deemed to agree and consent that the Carrier shall not be or become liable for any act or omission pertaining
to such services or for any loss, injury or damage to any person or property arising there from or in connection therewith.
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Terms and Conditions

1. The Guest accepts that Celebrity Cruises Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “Celebrity”) acts as agent only for passengers and has no
responsibility for the performance of the Shore Excursions herein specified. 

2. Celebrity undertakes to use its best endeavor to ensure that a Excursion is performed as advertised. However, the Passenger accepts
that in certain circumstances and for reasons beyond the control of Celebrity of whatsoever kind or nature it may be impractical,
unwise, or impossible for the Excursion to be performed. The decision to abandon or withdraw any Excursion is to be taken at the
sole discretion of Celebrity but always taking into account the safety and convenience of the passenger. 

3. Excursions are subject to cancellation or modification, depending on the number of guests participating. In the event of a tour
cancellation or modification, advance notice will be given by shipboard personnel. Certain tours have a minimum booking
requirement, or must be limited to a maximum number of participants.

4. The itineraries are expected by Celebrity to be as advertised, but Celebrity reserves the right to change such itineraries or to omit
any place or places or to alter the advertised sequence of the excursion in accordance with the conditions and circumstances
prevailing at the time of the excursion with or without previous notice. Any such change, omission, or alteration made by
Celebrity shall be made at their sole discretion but always bearing in mind the safety, convenience and/or best interests of the
passenger. 

5. Passengers are advised to leave their baggage and all items of value on board the vessel. Celebrity accepts no responsibility for any
loss of, or damage to, any such baggage, or item of value occurring during or relative to the Excursion(s) specified on the face
hereof. 

6. Celebrity is committed to local operators in respect of reservations made. Celebrity hereof must therefore receive notice of any
cancellation before the closing date and hour of the Excursion(s) published, failing which a refund can only be made in the event
of the ticket being resold. 

In the event, however, of the Excursion(s) having to be canceled in accordance with Clause 2 hereof or for any other reason, Celebrity
will refund in full the monies paid and upon tendering such refund to passengers, Celebrity shall be free of all liability in respect thereof. 

7. THE EXCURSIONS, TRANSFERS AND EXCURSION PACKAGES ARE OPERATED BY INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTORS AND CELEBRITY CRUISES INC. SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE IN ANY WAY FOR ANY DAMAGE,
LOSS, INJURY OR DEATH ARISING OUT OF ANY SERVICES PROVIDED BY SUCH INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTORS. CELEBRITY CRUISES INC. RESPONSIBILITY DOES NOT EXTEND BEYOND THE VESSEL AND
ALL ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR OR BY THE PASSENGER FOR SHORE SIDE EXCURSIONS, TRANSPORTATION
OR ACTIVITIES ARE AT THE PASSENGER’S RISK. 

Carrier (Celebrity Cruises Inc.) shall in no event be liable to the passenger in respect of occurrences prior to embarkation and after
disembarkation from the vessel. In selling tickets, coupons or vouchers or making arrangements for shore excursions, the Carrier acts
only as agent for others who operate such services and all persons accepting or using tickets or authorizations in any form for such
services shall thereby be deemed to agree and consent that the Carrier shall not be or become liable for any act or omission pertaining
to such services or for any loss, injury or damage to any person or property arising there from or in connection therewith.
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Juneau, Alaska

JU1 - Mendenhall Glacier & Salmon Hatchery

PRICE: ADULT: 44.00 / CHILD: 27.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

As you depart downtown Juneau on your way to the Macauley Salmon Hatchery, your driver-guide will share the history of Juneau's
gold rush era and point out buildings of interest. Upon arriving at the hatchery you will be greeted by a knowledgeable guide who will
provide an informative commentary on the life of the salmon and the hatchery’s role in salmon production. Inside the hatchery you
will have the chance to view museum quality displays detailing the hatchery's annual production of over 150 million salmon and
numerous aquariums showcasing local marine wildlife. You may see adult spawning salmon from July to September or have the chance
to feed immature salmon fry from May to early June.

After a quick transfer via motorcoach, you will be able to view one of Mother Nature's most amazing treasures...the Mendenhall
Glacier. The glacier is 1.5 miles wide and hundreds of feet thick and is fed by the 1,500 square mile Juneau Icefield. This meandering
river of compressed ice ranks as the largest, most rugged glacier accessible by road. The Mendenhall Glacier Visitors Center, along with
U.S. Forest Service staff, offers information on glaciers and is a vantage point for breathtaking photographs of this world-famous glacier.

JU3 - Historic Juneau Gold Mine Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 66.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Relive Juneau's mining heritage on this one-of-a-kind tour of the remains of what was once the world's largest producing gold mine.
Your driver/guide sets the stage during a short ride to Sheep Creek and the site of the mill ruins. A tour guide steps onboard the bus as
you make your way up the mountainside to the railroad superintendent's house where you will view a display of mining equipment and
the Gastineau Channel below.

Your next stop takes you underground into the conveyer tunnel, through which the crushed ore was transported to the main mill
building. Don hard hats and venture along a boardwalk into the 360-foot long tunnel carved in the mountainside. Once inside,
experienced miners will demonstrate equipment and talk about the mining lifestyle. Make your way back to the mill ruins, where
crushed rocks were further processed and gold recovered. You will have a chance to strike it rich as you take time to pan for gold, with
"riches" guaranteed in every pan!

Dress warmly and wear comfortable walking shoes.

JU5 - Gold Panning Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

Relive Juneau's gold rush history and pan for gold in the authentic setting of Last Chance Basin. A costumed prospector will
accompany you on a narrated van ride through a historic residential area en route to Last Chance Basin. Trace the route taken by Joe
Juneau and Richard Harris in their search for gold over 100 years ago. Near the famous Alaska-Juneau gold mine, one of the world's
largest hard rock mining operations, you will get hands-on experience panning for gold in the creek. "Guaranteed gold" for everyone!
Your prospector/guide recaptures the history of Juneau's gold discovery and hard rock mining as you view remnants of the mine.
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JU6 - Guide's Choice Adventure Hike

PRICE: ADULT: 83.00 / CHILD: 51.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Put on your hiking shoes and experience world-class hiking. Your local guide will select the trail best suited for the group's ability and
the day’s conditions. You may hike high above a glacial lake or along a mountain stream. Experience cascading waterfalls, serene
meadows and quiet forest glens -- just a few of the treasured places reached only on foot. Your naturalist guide provides knowledge and
perspective on the region's natural and cultural history. Learn the lore and lure of this rugged land, its fascinating wildlife, glacially
carved landscapes and clear waterways. Whether you're interested in salmonberries or eagles, glaciers or rain forest, this hike offers
panoramic views, great exercise and lasting memories of Alaska.

Participants must be able to hike up to 3.5 hours, be in good health and able to cover steep terrain. Expect an elevation gain of 1,000
feet and a distance of four to six miles. Wear sturdy footwear and dress in layers. This tour operates in all weather conditions. A rain
poncho, belt pack, bottled water and snack are provided.

JU7 - Tram & Trek

PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Experience it all: a city tour, the Mt Roberts Tram and a short walk on one of Juneau’s most spectacular mountains. Learn about the
gold rush that sparked the town’s prosperity while passing through the colorful and historic downtown district. Highlights include views
of the Governor’s Mansion and the State Capitol Building. Next board the tram for a ride to the 1,800-foot level of Mount Roberts.
Breathe the fresh alpine air. Marvel at spectacular views across mountain ranges and over fjords. Your naturalist-guide will lead you
through the pristine habitat where the alpine meadow is delicately interwoven with the temperate forest. Your tram ticket is valid all
day and there are several popular attractions on the mountain to explore on your own.

Sturdy comfortable walking shoes and warm layered clothing are recommended. Participants should be in good health and able to walk
approximately 0.75 miles over uneven terrain for at 1.5 hours with an elevation gain of 200 feet. This tour is conducted in all weather
and visibility conditions. Depending on mountain snow levels, tours early in the season may take an alternate trail before riding the
tram.

JU8 - Gold Creek Salmon Bake

PRICE: ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 23.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

More than a meal, this is a true Alaskan cookout. This has been Alaska's original outdoor salmon bake for over 30 years! At Gold
Creek Salmon Bake, wild Alaskan-caught salmon will be grilling over an open alderwood fire. Your all-you-can-eat meal also includes
barbecued pork ribs, chicken, baked beans, rice pilaf, a variety of salads, corn bread and beverages. Live musical entertainment is
provided as you dine beside Salmon Creek, nestled in the foliage of Southeast Alaska's rain forest, under translucent domes that will
protect you from any sort of weather. After dining, roast marshmallows over a campfire or view the Salmon Creek waterfall, where, in
season, salmon spawn and the remnants of the historic Wagner Mine are evident. This true Alaskan cookout is a taste of the Last
Frontier's history.
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JU9 - Mount Roberts Tramway

PRICE: ADULT: 23.95 / CHILD: 12.50 USD

DURATION: At Your Leisure

Soar to new heights and experience the panorama of Juneau and the Inside Passage from 1,800 feet above the city. The starting point of
the Tramway is in downtown Juneau, a short walk from the cruise ship pier. Embark on a journey through Alaska's rain forest to its
alpine meadows. At the top of Mount Roberts, the mountain lodge houses a theater, restaurant, bars, gift shops and displays of Native
artwork. Native artists are featured working on totemic carvings in cedar and silver or making traditional dolls and garments. Well-
groomed hiking trails offer access to the alpine with several viewing decks and interpretive signs.

As one of Juneau's most popular attractions, a tram ride to the top of Mount Roberts provides photo opportunities and a chance to
learn of the area's rich Native culture. Your ticket includes the award-winning Tlingit film "Seeing Daylight" and unlimited rides
throughout the day, allowing you to combine this ride with any other excursion during your stay in Juneau. Due to climatic changes, no
guarantee is given for the views available at any given time. Actual tour duration is at the guest's discretion.

JU10 - Glacier View Bike & Brew

PRICE: ADULT: 88.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Auke Lake is the beginning of a bike ride that provides memorable glacier views and scenery. After a short van ride to the departure
point, you'll be fitted with a bike and receive a safety briefing. The first stop on your ride is Chapel by the Lake. The ride continues on
the Juneau road system to the West Mendenhall Glacier trailhead and beach. The tour proceeds to the visitor's center at the east side
of the Mendenhall Glacier. This portion of the ride includes a one mile trail ride through the rain forest. At the end of the ride, and
after a chance to view the Mendenhall Glacier, board a van for a short ride to the award-winning Alaskan Brewing Company. While at
the brewery, learn about the brewing process and sample the styles of beers produced. You'll have time to shop in the gift area of the
Brewery before returning to the ship.

Participants must be at least 10 years old and 56-inches tall. Minimum age to sample beer is 21 years old. Please bring photo
identification with birth date for beer tasting. The bike ride covers approximately 9.5 miles on predominately flat roads with some
rolling hills. Participants should be aware that there are certain inherent risks involved in any cycling excursion.

JU11 - Four Glacier Adventure via Helicopter

PRICE: ADULT: 284.00 / CHILD: 284.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

See four of Alaska’s spectacular glaciers as your pilot flies over the ice spires and pinnacles of the “cascading” Hole-in-the-Wall Glacier,
the “advancing” Taku Glacier, the “retreating” Norris glacier, and either the floating Dead Branch glacier or the river-like East Twin
Glacier. Land on a remote glacier to step out and explore the ancient landscape with your pilot as your guide. Peer down into a crevasse
and look for a glacial stream. On the return trip, watch for bears, mountain goats and moose.

Glacier boots are provided to wear over your shoes and flat shoes are recommended. Please wear warm clothing and bring your
sunglasses. For security purposes, no bags are allowed on the flight. Due to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must
register their body weight at the time of booking. This is a requirement of the helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort.
Approximately 35-40 minutes flight time and 15-20 minutes on the glacier.
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JU12 - Taku Glacier Lodge Flight & Feast

PRICE: ADULT: 257.00 / CHILD: 210.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Fly in a nostalgic floatplane over five glaciers to an authentic wilderness lodge for a King Salmon feast. Your adventure begins the
moment you take off from the Juneau waterfront near your ship's berth. Everyone has a window seat allowing unrestricted views of five
glaciers of the Juneau Icefield, deep blue crevasses, snow-capped mountains, cascading waterfalls and lush forests. The Taku River will
be your "runway" as you come in for a landing at the Historic Taku Lodge. The Lodge is located directly across the river from the Hole-
In-The-Wall Glacier and set amid the Tongass National Forest.

The Lodge-cooked feast of baked beans, coleslaw, pioneer fruit compote, fresh herb biscuits and sourdough bread complements the
grilled Wild Alaska King Salmon. Hot Russian tea, coffee, iced tea and lemonade chilled with actual glacier ice and cookies complete
the meal. During your meal your host will share stories of Mary Joyce and her famous dog sled trip that put Taku Lodge on the Alaska
map. The Lodge's unique interior is decorated with old dog sleds, hunting and trapping gear, furs and skins. The aroma of salmon often
attracts one of the many famous Taku Lodge black bear in search of a tasty morsel.

After your meal you may independently walk the well-maintained trails of the old growth forest or relax with a beverage and soak in the
serenity of a place scarcely touched by time. On your flight back to Juneau take in the views of waterfalls, mountains, glaciers and the
vast wilderness that surrounds you. Approximately 50 minutes flight time.

JU13 - Glacier Flightseeing via Floatplane

PRICE: ADULT: 185.00 / CHILD: 155.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 15 Minutes Approx.

Experience the grandeur of Alaska on this multi-glacier flightseeing tour. Everyone has a window seat while flying in a nostalgic
floatplane over five of the Juneau Icefield's glaciers. Your adventure begins as your aircraft departs from Juneau's waterfront, amid the
remains of early gold mines. Fly passed waterfalls and rain forests, over lakes and winding river banks, en-route to five distinctly
different glaciers of the 1,500 square mile Juneau Icefield. Soar over the deep crevasses and azure blue meltwater pools of the Norris,
Hole-In-The-Wall, East and West Twin Glaciers, and the mighty Taku. Of the 36 named glaciers of the Juneau Icefield, the Taku
Glacier, five miles wide at its base, is the only glacier not retreating but advancing.

Rain or shine, bring plenty of film for your camera to capture the memories of your authentic floatplane experience. Approximately 40
minutes flight time.

JU14 - Mendenhall Glacier: Ice Age by Helicopter

PRICE: ADULT: 256.00 / CHILD: 256.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Travel back to the Ice Age with Alaska’s original glacier helicopter tour company when you board a turbine-powered helicopter for a
flight to the Mendenhall Glacier. Moments after departing Juneau, experience vistas seen by few: rain forests, alpine ridges, and
mountain peaks create a dramatic setting for the Mendenhall Glacier. Your flight takes you over the glacier itself and the helicopter’s
perspective gives you an eagle’s eye view of ice spires, deep blue crevasses and meltwater pools. Descending towards the landing site, fly
passed the Mendenhall Towers, rock sentinels that soar to nearly 7,000 feet. A gentle landing brings you to the ice itself, where you’ll
explore the glacier’s surface with knowledgeable guides. Bring plenty of film and batteries for your once-in-a-lifetime photo.

Warm clothing and sunglasses are recommended. Glacier boots and rain gear are provided as needed. For security purposes, no bags are
allowed on the helicopter. Due to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of
booking. This is a requirement of the helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort. Approximately 30 minutes of flight time
and 20-25 minutes on the glacier.
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JU15 - Pilot's Choice Glacier Exploration

PRICE: ADULT: 369.00 / CHILD: 369.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

Imagine having the opportunity to visit some of the most remote and best-kept-secret locations in Alaska. If pilots could take their
family or friends to their favorite spots on the Juneau Ice Field, this would be the tour. Soaring high above the rain forest, deep valleys
and awe-inspiring peaks, you’ll experience vistas seen by few. Your pilot will provide an eagle’s eye view of high alpine lakes, "icefalls"
hanging from sheer cliffs and some of the most remote peaks and glaciers in the Juneau Icefield. Your itinerary is flexible so your pilot
may create the best possible tour under the current weather and glacier conditions. To further appreciate this ancient landscape, your
pilot will land in two different locations where you will continue the tour on foot. During these two landings learn about the geological
and environmental processes at work creating moraines, crevasses, seracs, and the glaciers themselves.

Warm clothing and sunglasses are recommended. Glacier boots and rain gear are provided as needed. For security purposes, no bags are
allowed on the helicopter. Due to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of
booking. This is a requirement of the helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort. Approximately 50 minutes of flight time
and 30 minutes for landings.

JU16 - Glacier Dogsled Adventure via Helicopter

PRICE: ADULT: 463.00 / CHILD: 463.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

Join in a combination of Alaska's most highly desired activities - helicopter flightseeing, a glacier landing, and a dogsled ride. This
excursion combines the Four Glacier Adventure via Helicopter Tour with a once-in-a-lifetime dogsled ride on a glacier. Fly over the
Juneau Icefield and land on the Norris Glacier, home of the exclusive dog mushing camp. After your helicopter touches down on the
snow-capped glacier, view the scenery high above as you hear stories of the famous 1,000 mile Iditarod dogsled race from Anchorage to
Nome. The highlight of your visit to the camp is a dogsled ride on the snow-covered glacier. Your flightseeing resumes over the glacial
landscape as you watch for bears, mountain goats, and moose. Warm layered clothing, jacket and gloves are recommended.

If weather conditions cancel the dogsled portion of this excursion, the tour may be operated as helicopter flightseeing with a glacier
landing. The price would be modified accordingly. In the event this option occurs, you will be notified prior to the tour departing. Due
to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of booking. This is a requirement
of the helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort. For security purposes, no bags are allowed on the flight. Approximately
30-35 minutes flight time and 1 hour at the dogsled camp.

Dependent on prevailing ice conditions this tour may be subject to cancellation toward the end of the season.

JU17 - Helicopter Glacier Trek

PRICE: ADULT: 399.00 / CHILD: 399.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Join professional mountaineering guides for an approximate two-hour trek through a glacial icescape. A scenic helicopter flight will
take you to your trekking site. No experience is necessary, as guides will teach you the proper use of the mountaineering gear (ice axe,
crampons, harness, helmet), so that the remote areas of the glacier may be accessed. Your trek will be interspersed with detailed
explanations of the glacier environment and surrounding area. All of the outerwear and mountaineering gear that you will need for
your trek is provided. All you need to bring is a camera, a willing attitude and an appetite for adventure.

Minimum age to participate is 12 years old. Participants must be able to hike 2 miles over varied terrain. There are certain inherent
risks in this type of activity and guests should make themselves aware of same before deciding to join this excursion. Due to weight
restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of booking. This is a requirement of the
helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort. Approximately 30-35 minutes flight time and 2 hours on the glacier.
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JU18 - Extended Helicopter Glacier Trek

PRICE: ADULT: 514.00 / CHILD: 514.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

This trek is an Alaskan glacier adventure that includes approximately four hours hiking and climbing over the rugged terrain of the
glacier. A picturesque helicopter ride will take you from sea level to the glacier to meet your guide who will teach you the basics of
glacier travel and then lead your group on an exploration of the glacier’s most pristine and remote areas. Opportunities for adventure
photos abound as you are introduced to and practice basic climbing techniques enabling you to safely climb and descend the ice walls.
All outerwear and mountaineering gear needed for your trek is provided. No experience is required but you should be in good physical
condition and have an open mind for adventure.

Minimum age to participate is 16 years old. Participants must be able to hike 3 to 4 miles. There are certain inherent risks in this type
of activity and guests should make themselves aware of same before deciding to join this excursion. Due to weight restrictions on board
helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of booking. This is a requirement of the helicopter companies to
ensure guest safety and comfort. Approximately 30-35 minutes flight time and 4 hours on the glacier.

JU19 - Fly-Out Fly Fishing

PRICE: ADULT: 407.00 / CHILD: 407.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours Approx.

For the discerning guest who would like to fly fish in some of the best waters in Alaska, join the combination Fly-Out Fly Fishing trip.
You will be transferred from the ship to the airport where you will meet your guide and purchase fishing licenses. Rainwear and chest
waders are then distributed. After a fifteen to twenty minute scenic flight, the floatplane lands and you and your guide disembark. The
plane then departs leaving you to enjoy the solitude of the stream or estuary selected. The equipment is assembled and casting
instruction is given to novices of fly fishing. The next approximate 3.5 hours are spent pursuing wild salmon or trout depending on the
season. Breaks are taken for wildlife viewing, photos and additional instruction if desired. Your guide is always on hand to assist in
whatever capacity is necessary and provides flies and tippet material. The very small client-to-guide ratio ensures personal attention.
Beverages and a snack will be provided. The nature of this tour, a combination of flightseeing and fly fishing in a wilderness setting,
makes this an exclusive highlight to any Alaska visit.

Minimum age to participate is 8 years old. Bring layered clothing appropriate for the weather. Alaska State Law requires a valid one day
fishing license, which may be purchased for $20. Please note that once fly fishing participation figures have been sent to the operator
(minimum of 24 hours before arrival) no refunds will be granted in cases where guests decide not to utilize the service for whatever
reason. No guarantees are made with respect to catching any fish. Kindly note that this is a catch and release program, so bring a
camera.

JU21 - Mendenhall Glacier Float Trip

PRICE: ADULT: 117.00 / CHILD: 96.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Join a white-water rafting trip that is popular with beginner and experienced rafters of all ages. Your adventure begins with a drive to
Mendenhall Lake, where you may view the Mendenhall Glacier, which measures 1.5 miles wide and 150 feet high at the face. Near the
shoreline you'll suit up with rain gear, life jackets and rubber boots. Each raft carries eight to twelve people and is rowed by an
experienced guide. Paddle rafts may be available for the more adventuresome. While in your raft, view the Mendenhall Glacier and its
floating icebergs in the distance. Hanging glaciers, towering peaks and glacial topography may also be seen. As your raft proceeds down
the river, your guide will explain the natural phenomena in the valley and you'll encounter stretches of rapids, adding excitement to
the trip. Make an Alaskan-style snack stop near the end of the river before your return to the ship.

Minimum weight to participate is 40 pounds. This tour will operate in all weather conditions so warm clothing and an extra pair of
socks is recommended. This tour is operated under a Special Use Permit by the U.S. Forest Service
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JU22 - Sportfishing in Juneau

PRICE: ADULT: 215.00 / CHILD: 215.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

The protected waters of the Inside Passage near Juneau are home to populations of pacific salmon. You will be fishing from a custom-
built 30 ft. charter boat and depending on the season, you will be pursuing King, Chum, Pink or Silver Salmon or a combination of
these species. Your tour price includes bait, tackle, raingear, snacks and beverages.

Alaska State law requires the possession of a valid $20 fishing license and $10 King Salmon tag, which are available for cash purchase
on board the boat. Fish processing and shipment home are available at an additional cost, payable at the conclusion of your tour. Credit
card payment is required. We regret that fish cannot be stored on board the ship. Please note that once sport fishing participation
figures have been sent to the operator (minimum of 24 hours before arrival) no refunds will be granted in cases where guests decide not
to utilize the service for whatever reason. Due to the nature of fishing, "catching" cannot be guaranteed.

JU23 - Glacier View Kayaking

PRICE: ADULT: 97.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Travel by bus to North Douglas Island for a view of the Mendenhall Glacier and Auke Bay. On arrival to the launch ramp, you'll be
outfitted in life jackets and rain gear. Your guide will provide a safety briefing and orientation to kayaking before boarding your two-
person kayak. The stable kayaks will allow you to silently approach any wildlife in the area and give you a sense of how the famed Aleut
Indians traveled the coastal waterways of Alaska in search of pelts for the Russian fur trading companies. Be guided in groups of five to
six kayaks to places such as the Mendenhall Wetlands, where you may have the opportunity to view the Mendenhall Glacier from an
ocean explorer’s point of view. Your guide will explain the significance of places such as Smugglers Cove, the history of the surrounding
area, and help identify local flora and fauna. You may see porpoise, seals, sea lions, eagles, herons or even a whale. After your paddle, an
Alaskan snack is provided.

Participants must be between 40 and 250 pounds. Participants should bring apparel appropriate for outdoor activities and be able and
willing to paddle for 1.5 - 2 hours.

JU25 - Whale Watching & Orca Point Lodge

PRICE: ADULT: 139.00 / CHILD: 88.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Encounter humpback whales along with a wide variety of other marine wildlife, and enjoy an exclusive visit to Orca Point Lodge for a
hearty Alaskan meal.

Knowledgeable captains, naturalists and crew are eager to share information about the local area and wildlife. Venture into Juneau’s
Stephens Passage to explore areas known for their abundance of humpback whales and other wildlife. In fact, the whale population is so
great that the tour operator will give you a refund of $100 per adult and $50 per child if a whale is not spotted on the trip! Killer whales,
Steller sea lions, Dall's porpoise, harbor seals, bald eagles and, occasionally deer and bear are also common sights. Mountain peaks and
glaciers provide a backdrop to photo opportunities throughout the cruise.

Sense the quiet solitude of a wilderness island as you step ashore at Orca Point Lodge, where a meal featuring freshly grilled wild Alaska
salmon is provided. The lodge features peaceful seclusion with modern comforts in a remote wilderness setting. Be sure to wear
comfortable walking shoes and take a stroll along the beach before the return cruise to Juneau. Complimentary beverages are available
throughout your tour.
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JU27 - Mendenhall Lake Canoe & Salmon Bake

PRICE: ADULT: 149.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

Paddle among icebergs near the face of the Mendenhall Glacier in a traditional Native canoe - the only way to get near the face of the
Mendenhall Glacier! During your guided paddle, your guide will share the natural history and Native Lore of the surrounding scenery
and wildlife of the region. An Alaskan snack is provided during your stop at Nugget Falls. While you are stretching your legs, your
guides will discuss the local flora and fauna. After canoeing and with the appetite you have earned, enjoy the all-you-can-eat mouth-
watering fare at the original Gold Creek Salmon Bake. Feast on alderwood-smoked fresh Alaskan salmon, chicken, pork ribs, and
assorted side dishes and later toast marshmallows over an open fire. The meal is at your leisure and you will return to the ship on any of
the frequent shuttles.

Minimum weight to participate is 40 pounds. This is a participatory trip where all guests must be able and willing to paddle up to 2
hours. The tour will operate in all weather conditions and warm clothing is recommended. Operated by permit in the Tongass National
Forest. Due to U.S. Forest Service permit conditions, this tour has limited capacity.

JU29 - Mendenhall Glacier & Salmon Bake

PRICE: ADULT: 71.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Experience one of the most popular attractions in Juneau – the Mendenhall Glacier - followed by an all-you-can-eat Alaskan salmon
bake.  After a brief tour of Juneau, view one of Mother Nature's most amazing treasures…the Mendenhall Glacier. The glacier is 1.5
miles wide and hundreds of feet thick and is fed by the 1,500 square mile Juneau Icefield. This meandering river of compressed ice ranks
as the largest, most rugged glacier accessible by road. The Mendenhall Glacier Visitors Center, along with U.S. Forest Service staff,
offers information on glaciers and is a vantage point for breathtaking photographs of this world-famous glacier.

Then, feast on wild Alaskan salmon, chicken or ribs along with a variety of side dishes guaranteed to satisfy the heartiest appetite.
Listen to musical entertainment and venture out to explore the nearby creek, waterfall and mining remnants. Buses depart regularly
back to the pier, so you may return at your leisure.

JU30 - Helicopter Glacier Walkabout

PRICE: ADULT: 329.00 / CHILD: 329.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Discovery the diversity of the Southeast Alaska landscape as your helicopter flies over the temperate rain forests and granite peaks that
surround Alaska’s capital city. Your pilot will choose a landing site on one of the 36 glaciers borne of the 1,500 square-mile Juneau
Icefield. During an approximate 1 hour interpretive walk, your guide will provide explanations of glacier environments and allow time
for photo opportunities. Rain and wind proof outerwear, boots, and gloves are provided for your comfort. Trekking poles and crampons
will provide balance and traction enabling you to travel on the gently rolling glacial terrain. Come walkabout and put the grandeur of
the glacier at your feet!

Minimum age to participate is 8 years old. Participants must be able to walk 1 mile over relatively flat, sometime uneven, gently rolling
terrain. Due to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of booking. This is a
requirement of the helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort. Approximately 30-35 minutes flight time and 1 hour on
the glacier.
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JU37 - Whale Watching, Mendenhall Glacier & Orca Point Lodge

PRICE: ADULT: 177.00 / CHILD: 106.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Combine three Juneau Highlights: whale watching, the Mendenhall Glacier and a meal of fresh Alaska salmon! Your adventure
features a whale watching and wildlife cruise where you can relax aboard a wildlife viewing vessel and be guided through island-studded
fjords famous as feeding grounds for the endangered north pacific Humpback Whale. The whale population is so great that the tour
operator will give you a refund of $100 per adult and $50 per child if a whale is not spotted on the trip! An onboard naturalist will
explain the behavior and habitat of wildlife that you may encounter which also includes killer whales, Steller sea lions, Dall’s porpoise,
harbor seals, bald eagles and even the opportunity to see Sitka blacktail deer and bear.

Sense the quiet solitude of a wilderness island as you step ashore at Orca Point Lodge, where a meal featuring freshly grilled wild Alaska
salmon is provided. The lodge features peaceful seclusion with modern comforts in a remote wilderness setting. Be sure to wear
comfortable walking shoes and take a stroll along the beach before the return cruise to Juneau.

The Mendenhall Glacier provides stunning views, photographs and an interactive learning experience. At the Visitors Center Forest
Service interpreters are eager to share facts and answer questions related to the natural forces that form these great rivers of ice. Tour
the many exhibits and view the glacier from this prime vantage point.

JU38 - Whale Watching & Wildlife Cruise

PRICE: ADULT: 126.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Whales are guaranteed on this excursion! Your adventure begins with a motorcoach ride from downtown Juneau where your driver
shares local history and points of interest as you make your way to scenic Auke Bay. Here, you’ll board a sightseeing vessel and relax in
warm comfort as you embark on a guided wilderness safari through Stephen’s Passage – an area known for an abundance of humpback
whales. Join your naturalist and crew spotting wildlife as they explain the behavior and habits of whales and other flora and fauna you
may encounter. Humpback and killer whales, Steller sea lions, Dall’s porpoise, harbor seals and bald eagles are common sights. You may
even spot a Sitka blacktail deer or a bear as you cruise along the shoreline of the wilderness islands that speckle southeast Alaska’s
fjords. Snow covered mountains and green rainforests serve as the backdrop to your many photo opportunities.

The operators of this excursion guarantee you’ll encounter at least one whale, or you will receive $100 cash refund ($50 per child) as
you disembark the vessel. Use of binoculars and complimentary wildlife guide and map is provided along with complimentary snacks
and beverages. Comfortable walking shoes, a warm waterproof jacket and camera are recommended.

JU39 - Mendenhall Glacier & Whale Watching

PRICE: ADULT: 146.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This adventure combines the Mendenhall Glacier and whale watching all in one excursion. Your fully guided tour will begin with a
motorcoach ride during which your driver will share local history and points of interest as you make your way to your first destination,
the Mendenhall Glacier with its stunning views and photo opportunities. While at the Visitors Center, Forest Service interpreters are
eager to share facts and answer questions related to the natural forces that form these great rivers of ice. Tour the exhibits and view the
glacier from this prime vantage point.

Your tour continues on to scenic Auke Bay, where you will board a sightseeing vessel and be guided through island-studded fjords
famous as feeding grounds for the endangered north pacific Humpback Whale. In fact, the whale population is so great that the tour
operator will give you a refund of $100 per adult and $50 per child if a whale is not spotted on the trip! Your onboard naturalist and
crew will point out sights and explain the behavior and habitat of wildlife that you may encounter – killer whales, Steller sea lions,
Dall’s porpoise, harbor seals and bald eagles are commonly spotted and there is always a possibility to find a Sitka blacktail deer or bear
along the shoreline. Snow covered mountains and green rainforests serves as a backdrop to your many photo opportunities. Use of
binoculars and complimentary wildlife guide and map are provided along with complimentary snacks and beverages.
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Comfortable walking shoes, a warm waterproof jacket and camera are recommended.

JU41 - Mendenhall Glacier & Gardens

PRICE: ADULT: 57.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Combine a visit to Glacier Gardens Rainforest and the Mendenhall Glacier for an insider's view of Juneau!  Your driver/guide will
provide a narrated tour of downtown Juneau before you head for Glacier Gardens. Arriving at Glacier Gardens, a garden guide will
escort you through the lower garden of designed landscapes and a cascading stream. Join your guide aboard a covered shuttle for a mile-
long, narrated journey into the heart of the rainforest and gardens. Long daylight hours make for stunning garden displays as you wind
your way to the 580-foot level of Thunder Mountain with views of the Mendenhall Valley, Chilkat Mountains and Gastineau
Channel. Then it’s off to the Mendenhall Glacier – Juneau’s star attraction. This massive river of compressed blue ice ranks as the
largest, most rugged glacier accessible by road. U.S. Forest Service staff at the Mendenhall Glacier Visitor Center offers information on
glaciers and the center is a vantage point for taking photos of this world-famous sight. Your tour concludes with a narrated drive past
the University of Alaska’s Southeast campus and Auke Lake as you make your way back to downtown Juneau.

JU42 - Dog Sledding on the Mendenhall Glacier via Helicopter

PRICE: ADULT: 467.00 / CHILD: 467.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

When you visit Southeast Alaska and combine the originators of glacier helicopter tours with the oldest operating dogsled tour
company you get a once in a lifetime experience. After arriving at the heliport, board your helicopter for a flightseeing tour over the
lush rainforest, deep blue crevasses and glacier carved peaks enroute to the dogsled camp on the Mendenhall Glacier. Here the
professional mushers and Alaskan sled dogs will have you driving the team or relaxing in the sled as you take in the awe inspiring
scenery. You will have time to talk with the mushers or take pictures with the dogs before your helicopter takes you back to the
heliport.

If weather conditions cancel the dogsled portion of this excursion, the tour may be operated as helicopter flightseeing with a glacier
landing. The price would be modified accordingly. In the event this option occurs, you will be notified prior to the tour departing. Due
to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of booking. This is a requirement
of the helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort. For security purposes, no bags are allowed on the helicopter. A secure
location will be provided at the office for storing personal items. Approximately 30 minutes flight time and 1 hour at the dogsled camp.

Dependent on prevailing ice conditions this tour may be subject to cancellation toward the end of the season.

JU43 - Photo Safari by Land & Sea

PRICE: ADULT: 189.00 / CHILD: 189.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

Capture Juneau's top attractions and marine wildlife on a tour with a professional photography coach. You will visit local photo hot
spots while picking up tips and techniques to enhance your images. The flexible itinerary allows for changing light and weather
conditions. Board a covered exploration vessel for a journey through the waterways of Juneau's Channel Islands. The large pontoons
provide a steady platform for photographing the abundant marine wildlife and shoreline activity. The star of the show can be different
every day: blue glacier ice, light on a foggy channel, a misty rainforest, feeding humpback whales, curious sea lions and even sleek killer
whales are possibilities. Learn about Juneau's natural wonders as you strive to capture that magical moment in the medium that's worth
a thousand words.

Participants must be at least 6 years old and able to walk approximately 0.75 miles on an improved trail. Rain ponchos, bottled water
and a snack are included. Bring your camera and plenty of film or digital capacity. Group size is limited to ensure a comfortable and
interactive atmosphere. Tour operates in all weather conditions.
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JU44 - Taku Glacier Jet Boat Expedition

PRICE: ADULT: 147.00 / CHILD: 87.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Take a boat ride back in history to the time when Alaska was covered with ice. Board a sightseeing jetboat from downtown Juneau and
explore the glacially scoured Taku Inlet and the mouth of the Taku River, one of only three rivers in Southeast Alaska to cut through
the rugged ice covered coastal mountains. At the mouth of the river, you will see the Taku Glacier, the longest, widest, deepest, and
only advancing glacier in the Juneau Icefield. The Taku Glacier, with its five-mile wide face, is slowly forcing its way downhill into the
wide and shallow bed of the Taku River. Depending on the tide, you may view waterfalls cascading down high rock walls into the Taku
River or stop to see Waterfall Wall.

Warm layered clothing and sunglasses are recommended.

JU45 - Juneau Trolley

PRICE: ADULT: 19.00 / CHILD: 12.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

Join a fully narrated transportation service around downtown Juneau onboard classic Trolley Cars. These refurbished cars make a thirty-
minute loop through downtown, with stops at various points of interest: Mt. Roberts Tramway, St. Nicholas Church, the State Capitol
Building, Juneau Douglas City Museum, and the Alaska State Museum. Many guests choose to stay onboard for the entire tour first,
then get on and off at their leisure. The conductor will point out local attractions and provide you with colorful stories of Juneau’s past.
You can get off at any of the trolley stops in downtown Juneau and spend as much time in the area as you wish. When ready to go on to
your next destination, reboard the Trolley that will be by about every 30 minutes. Venues admissions are not included in the tour price.

JU46 - Alaska Canopy Expedition

PRICE: ADULT: 174.00 / CHILD: 174.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Combine the excitement of flying across a series of zip lines in the rainforest, traversing a suspended “sky-bridge,” crossing the
Gastineau Channel aboard an expedition craft, ascending a mountain in a 6x6 off-road vehicle, and exploring hidden relics of a
historical gold mine. Board a high-speed vessel for a Gastineau Channel crossing with a beach landing at the remote Treadwell Mine
site on Douglas Island. From here an off-road vehicle takes you to the forest outfitting base camp. Your professionally trained guides will
outfit you with all necessary safety equipment and provide a detailed safety briefing before transporting you up the forested hillside to
the first zip line tree platform. This is your introduction to nearly a mile of high-tension cables linking a network of platforms mounted
high in Sitka spruce trees. Your guides will progressively ease you into the forest canopy. Cross an aerial suspension bridge with treetop
views of Bullion Creek and Juneau. Discover hidden ruins of the historic Treadwell Mine, once one of the world’s largest gold mines.
On the last zip line you will soar to base camp, where a light snack and memento of your experience awaits.

Participants must be at least 10 years old, between 90 to 250 pounds, comfortable with heights, and prepared to ascend 100 feet by
boardwalk trail and forest stairs. This tour is not recommended for pregnant women or persons prone to seizures or those with neck,
back or shoulder problems. Closed toe shoes, long pants and layered clothing recommended.
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Ketchikan, Alaska

KE1 - Totem Bight State Park & Town Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 41.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This excursion takes you sightseeing in and around Ketchikan, viewing Alaska's busiest waterfront bustling with floatplanes and boats.
Tour the old city and pass infamous Creek Street, Ketchikan's former red-light district. Travel along North Tongass Highway, passing
salmon canneries and what was, when in operation, the largest pulp mill of its kind in the world. Your guide will introduce you to
Totem Bight State Park and after walking along a short trail through a forest of hemlock, you'll come to an old Indian campsite filled
with ancient totem poles. Enter the Ceremonial House and discover the atmosphere of a primitive Alaskan Indian culture. After
exploring the park, you'll return to the ship.

KE2 - Saxman Native Totem Village

PRICE: ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 31.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience the living culture of modern day Southeast Alaskan Natives and view Saxman Totem Park, boasting the world's largest
collection of authentic totem poles. For generations it has been tradition in Tlingit villages to welcome guests with elaborate
ceremonies. At Saxman Village, visitors experience the same time honored welcome of years gone by. See totem carvers working in the
Village Carving Center. Witness young performers demonstrating dances and telling tribal stories during your exclusive visit to the
Beaver Clan House. Listen as your tour hosts share their history, art and ancestors' way of life, and help unravel the mysteries that lie
beneath the towering, majestic totem poles that stand as sentries over the present generation. After your visit, your driver points out
historic Creek Street and the downtown area en route back to the ship.

Please be aware that the village is modern and reflects the lifestyle of today's Natives, while still upholding the traditions and culture of
their historical past.

KE5 - Wilderness Cruise & Rainforest Exploration

PRICE: ADULT: 104.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Join an Alaskan trail guide for a hike through a natural, unspoiled Coastal forest. This trail takes you through an old-growth forest by
way of a secluded beach. After hiking this gently sloped historic trail, a light snack is provided as you take time to explore the natural
beauty around you. A motorized inflatable boat provides an exhilarating cruise along the coast. Be sure to bring your camera and
binoculars!

Participants must be at least 40 pounds and able to walk approximately 1.5 miles. Sturdy walking shoes and warm, waterproof clothing
are recommended. This tour is operated under a Special Use Permit issued by the U.S. Forest Service.

KE6 - Great Alaskan Lumberjack Show

PRICE: ADULT: 32.00 / CHILD: 16.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 15 Minutes Approx.

Treat yourself to an action-packed rowdy good time at The Great Alaskan Lumberjack Show! Southeast Alaska’s rich logging history
comes to life in this display of woodsmen skills. The world’s best lumberjacks go head to head in more than a dozen exciting events such
as chopping, sawing, relay races, axe throwing, log rolling and the 50 foot speed climb. Your colorful host will not only introduce the
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events, but will also offer a historic view of the Alaskan timber industry that has shaped this rugged land. Located a short walk from
your cruise ship pier, this celebration of a bygone era is a rip roaring good time and quality entertainment for all ages.

The show goes on rain or shine with grandstand seating that is covered and heated. Venue is handicap accessible and located
downtown, just 2 blocks from Creek Street.

KE7 - Misty Fjords Seaplane Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 243.00 / CHILD: 243.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Experience a landscape slowly crafted by nature over tens of thousands of years and by forces so great that only nature could create such
handiwork. Once buried under a solid layer of thick glacial ice, the Misty Fjords National Monument is now home to some of the most
dramatic scenery in Alaska. Sheer granite cliffs, plunging 1,000-foot waterfalls, river valleys, and crystalline lakes surrounded by
untouched forests are sights waiting to be seen.

The only way to discover the depths of this remote two million acre wilderness is by seaplane. Travel is aboard a fleet of DeHavilland
and Cessna aircraft. Specially equipped aircraft offer all the amenities to make your trip a memorable experience, including digital CD
audio systems and individual passenger headsets to listen to your pilot's narration and complementing music. During your tour you will
land on a remote mountain lake or saltwater fjord where you may absorb the silence, serenity and monumental beauty that surrounds
you. A descriptive route guide helps identify landmarks and scenic highlights and serves as a memento of the trip.

Participants are advised to wear shoes with non-skid soles. Approximately 65 minutes flight time and 10 minute water landing.

KE9 - Historical Waterfront Cruise

PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 45 Minutes Approx.

Capture the essence of Ketchikan by cruising its coastline and historic waterfront. Your guide's narrative brings to life the exploits,
deeds and misdeeds of early residents and the area’s natural environment. You’ll meet a local artist, view their work and hear their tale
of inspiration of life in southeast Alaska. Sights will include Creek Street, formerly the community's notorious red light district, boat
harbors and Saxman Totem Park, home of many totems and a Tlingit clan house. You’ll see and hear about the rain forest, wildlife of
the area, local industries and the pioneering lifestyle that still exists on neighboring islands. A smoked salmon snack and beverages are
included.

KE10 - Rain Forest Canoe Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 66.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Your adventure begins with a motorcoach tour to a secluded mountain lake, where you will board an Indian-style 37-foot, 20-passenger
canoe that is fast, stable and easy to maneuver. Paddle under the direction of an experienced guide, scan the shore for wildlife and learn
the natural and Indian history of the area. The lake is located in the Tongass National Forest, the largest National Forest in the United
States. Stop ashore for a Native style snack that includes smoked salmon, clam chowder, crackers and beverages. After a short, guided
nature walk highlighting the flora and fauna of the rain forest, paddle back to the canoe dock and reboard your motorcoach for the
return drive to the cruise ship pier.

Participants must be at least 40 pounds. Warm layered clothing and sensible walking shoes recommended.
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KE12 - Knudson Cove Salmon Fishing

PRICE: ADULT: 188.00 / CHILD: 188.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience the “Salmon Capital of the World” with a narrated drive along the Tongass Narrows followed by 4 hours of salmon fishing
in sheltered waters! On arrival to Knudson Cove Marine, you will board a 4-6 passenger fully-equipped charter boat and head out in
pursuit of the King, silver, pink, and chum salmon runs that abound in the sheltered waters of Clover Passage. Smoked salmon snacks
and beverages are provided. If you wish, your catch can be prepared locally (vacuum-packed flash frozen or smoked) and shipped to your
home for an additional charge (US and Canadian addresses only). Credit card payment is required. We regret that fish cannot be stored
on board the ship.

Deck or rubber soled shoes must be worn on the boat. Bring appropriate outdoor clothing. Alaska State Law requires a valid one-day
fishing license, which may be purchased for $20 from your fishing boat captain. During the King Salmon season, an additional $10 King
Salmon stamp is also required. Please note that once sport fishing participation figures have been sent to the operator (minimum of 24
hours before arrival) no refunds will be granted in cases where guests decide not to utilize the service for whatever reason. No
guarantees are made with respect to catching any fish.

KE14 - Tatoosh Islands Sea Kayaking

PRICE: ADULT: 139.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Your adventure begins with a narrated drive to Knudson Cove where you'll gear up for a quick and exhilarating motorized, inflatable
boat ride to the Tatoosh Islands. Your guides will present a kayaking orientation and safety briefing before launching from the beach in
your double sea kayak. Paddling in and around this unique island environment you will learn about the natural and cultural history of
this area within the Tongass National Forest. Keep a keen eye out for bald eagles, seals, sea lions, the occasional whale and other
marine life. Back ashore a cookie and hot beverage are provided before the return drive to the pier. Dress warmly and bring your
camera. Rain gear is provided.

Participants must be at least 7 years old and not more than 230 pounds or 79-inches tall. This excursion involves approximately 1.5 - 2
hours of paddling.

KE15 - Backcountry Jeep® & Canoe Safari

PRICE: ADULT: 153.00 / CHILD: 102.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Take the wheel of a four-wheel drive Jeep Wrangler® and wind your way through the backroads of Revillagigedo Island. Then grab a
paddle and join your companions in an Indian-style canoe to navigate your way across a mountain lake, where a snack and nature walk
await. 

For the Jeep® portion of your tour you will be paired with traveling companions in groups of four. Begin the adventure into the roads of
the Tongass National Forest, where your group leader will guide you "caravan-style" to vistas and provide commentary by means of
interactive radio. Learn of the timber industry's reforestation methods and of the area's natural history as you drive abandoned logging
roads through new growth forests. The Jeep® portion of your tour concludes at Lake Harriet Hunt. Experience a unique ecosystem from
the vantage point of a large, easy to paddle guided canoe. On the other side of the lake your guide will lead a short nature walk through
an old-growth forest. An Alaskan snack will be provided before the narrated transfer back the base camp and your ship. Tour order may
be reversed.

Minimum weight to participate is 40 lbs. All guests planning to drive must be at least 25 years old and bring a valid driver's license.
There are several opportunities along this tour where driving responsibilities may be rotated. Warm layered clothing and sensible
walking shoes recommended.
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KE16 - Misty Fjords Boat & Floatplane Wilderness Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 296.00 / CHILD: 296.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Tour by boat and plane through Misty Fjords National Monument, one of the most majestic creations on earth! Cruise aboard a high-
speed catamaran into the heart of the Monument, including a tour through Behm Canal and Rudyerd Bay, surrounded by cliffs
towering thousands of feet and cascading waterfalls. During your narrated cruise view many points of interest: the towering volcanic
spire New Eddystone Rock, Punchbowl Cove with its columnar basalt formations, and the colorful Mossy Wall bird rookery. Watch for
wildlife including bears, seals, and whales from the warm comfort of enclosed cabins or with the mist on your face on the outside deck.
In a secluded cove you’ll transfer to an authentic Alaska seaplane. From the air you can truly appreciate the magnitude and majesty of
this two-million-acre national treasure. Soar over pristine wilderness and unspoiled forest, lakes and muskeg bogs. Upon your return
you’ll see a wide, panoramic view of the city of Ketchikan before making a water landing. Approximately 20 minutes flight time.

KE18 - Wilderness Exploration & Crab Feed

PRICE: ADULT: 139.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Explore the Alaska wilderness by boat and savor Dungeness crab in a historic Alaskan lodge. Leave bustling downtown behind on a
narrated drive to the George Inlet Lodge. Your route follows the coastline past canneries, an old sawmill, totem poles and waterfalls.
Arriving at the lodge, don the appropriate gear and board a boat destined for the crab fishing grounds.

Cruise the Inside Passage waterway on a seven-mile journey that explores the history and natural beauty of the region. Pass the George
Inlet Cannery and learn about fish traps and the "pirates" that plagued the area. View a short seam gold mine and the Mahoney Glacial
Cirque with its snow capped mountains and 2,000-foot waterfalls. A river at the bottom of the valley is host to bears, eagles and salmon.
Killer whales, sea lions and seals make frequent visits to the area in search of a food.

After crossing the fjord to a remote crab estuary, volunteers are recruited to help pull crab pots, each generally containing five to twenty
crabs. Help sort the crab to spot the differences between the male and female and identify legal sizes. These crabs will be set free, but
you'll have the opportunity to see them up close and learn about their anatomy and life cycle. Once the pots are reset, return to the
lodge for your well-deserved meal. Relax in the lodge while cracking open the shell of your Dungeness crab. Your meal is complete with
salad, potatoes, blueberry cheesecake and wine, beer or soda.

KE19 - Exclusive Guided Fishing & Wilderness Dining

PRICE: ADULT: 314.00 / CHILD: 314.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This adventure allows you to experience the Alaskan way of life, and the fish, caught by you and prepared at an exclusive beach, is an
unexpected touch of gourmet in the wilderness. You’ll be outfitted from head to toe before boarding a stable, 20-foot skiff and heading
out to the fishing grounds. With just four guests in each skiff, there’s opportunity to view and photograph the rugged, unspoiled
coastline and a chance of up-close encounters with whales, seal rookeries and bald eagles.

Beginners and ardent fishermen alike will experience saltwater bottom fishing, while catching your meal of halibut, lingcod, snapper or
rockfish. After fishing, rendezvous at a remote beach where you will learn the techniques of preparing fish for an al-fresco feast. Explore
the shoreline and tidal zone, hike into virgin rain forest, or simply relax by the warmth of the fire at the protected camp. When ready,
your meal anchored by the fresh taste of your catch in a saffron-infused bouillabaisse and delectable side dishes, is served. Leave room
for the signature dessert - a blueberry and rhubarb compote warmed over the fire, served with a steaming mug of coffee or hot chocolate.

Warm layered clothing, a hat, sunglasses, sun block and a camera are recommended. Alaska State Law requires a valid one-day fishing
license, which may be purchased for $20 from your fishing boat captain. During the King Salmon season, an additional $10 King
Salmon stamp is also required. Minimum age to participate is 5 years old.
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KE20 - Misty Fjords Flightseeing

PRICE: ADULT: 239.00 / CHILD: 239.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Exploring Misty Fjords National Monument by floatplane is a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Set aside as a fully-protected wilderness
area in 1978, Misty Fjords National Monument is the nation's second largest wilderness area, encompassing more than 2 million acres.
Your fully narrated flight will take you over majestic fjords, cascading waterfalls and jewel-like lakes. View sheer walls of granite rising
over 3,000 feet and stands of spruce, hemlock and cedar clinging to snowcapped peaks in this rugged land.

Accessible only by boat or aircraft, this untouched wilderness was first noted in the journals of Captain George Vancouver when he was
exploring Alaska in 1793. Explore this national treasure onboard an authentic floatplane, where everyone has a window seat. A landing
on a pristine alpine lake or remote bay will provide the opportunity to absorb the serenity and beauty that surrounds you. After your
flight receive a souvenir Alaska Bush Plane Certificate and a floatplane photograph.

Participants weighing over 250 pounds may not be able to travel in the same aircraft as traveling companions due to weight and balance
restrictions. Approximately 65 minutes flight time and 10 minute water landing.

KE22 - Ketchikan Explorer by Land & Sea

PRICE: ADULT: 105.00 / CHILD: 64.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Explore Ketchikan’s maritime history, Native culture and wilderness surroundings by land and by sea. Departing your ship by
motorcoach, your driver/guide provides narration while pointing out historic Creek Street where homes and shops are perched over the
water on wooden pilings. At Saxman Village, stop to view one of the world’s largest gatherings of totem poles. Your guide will interpret
the meanings of these giant sentries, which border the park and entrance to the Beaver Clan House. Your sightseeing continues to the
George Inlet Cannery, where a stroll through the rainforest brings you to the historic Libby Cannery. Beginning with a short video, this
tour will take you back to the days when rugged men and women toiled day and night to harvest and process the abundant Alaska
salmon.

From the Cannery Dock board a water-jet powered vessel with heated main cabin, comfortable seating, large viewing windows and an
open-air observation deck. While exploring the coastline of glacier-carved George Inlet, your onboard Naturalist will explain the
natural history of Southeast Alaska’s forests and ocean. Eagles, seals, porpoise and other species of wildlife are often sighted on this
cruise; the captain will maneuver the boat to give the best possible view. Entering Tongass Narrows pass by a variety of working vessels.
A mariner’s view of Alaska’s busiest port, and your cruise ship, will provide this tour’s final backdrop for learning how Ketchikan earned
its title as "Salmon Capital of the World."

This tour may be conducted in reverse order. Warm layered clothing and comfortable walking shoes are recommended.

KE23 - Lighthouse, Totems & Eagles

PRICE: ADULT: 92.00 / CHILD: 48.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

After a narrated drive through Ketchikan, board a vessel that will take you on a voyage of discovery of maritime history, Native culture
and the region's fishing and timber industries. Relax in the heated main cabin or on the open-air observation deck as you explore the
area's coastal highlights. Cruise past historic sites including Ward Cove Cannery and Loggerville, Alaska's only "floating town." View
the totems and clan house at Totem Bight State Park and learn of the area's Native culture. Observe cabins, float houses, mansions and
unique homes built on their own islands, and circumnavigate the historic Guard Island Lighthouse. Photo opportunities abound on the
trip and the wildlife you may spot includes whales, sea lions, seals and eagles. Hot beverages and snacks are provided.
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KE24 - Ketchikan by Horse Drawn Trolley

PRICE: ADULT: 30.00 / CHILD: 20.00 USD

DURATION: 45 Minutes Approx.

Be introduced to Ketchikan's most historic areas by horse drawn trolley. Along the route pass by Whale Park with its pioneer clock and
totem pole and view the wooden stairways that serve as streets. Follow the banks of Ketchikan Creek, a rich salmon habitat, and stop at
the fish ladder and spawning grounds. View colorful Creek Street and learn the history of Dolly's House, a renowned house of ill repute.
Your guide will explain the history of this bustling port, which has been a stopping point for ship visitors for over 100 years. The
leisurely gait of the horses and the Alaskan Husky companion will help create a relaxing, memorable ride.

KE25 - Mountain Point Snorkeling Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 97.00 / CHILD: 97.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Immerse yourself in Southeast Alaska's underwater world as you snorkel the calm and clear waters of Mountain Point. Stay warm in a
quarter-inch wetsuit complete with hood, boots and gloves, as you hover among Alaska's diverse marine life. Local water temperatures
often exceed those of the Northern California coast. After a short ride, you will be outfitted with all the necessary equipment and be
given a brief orientation before entering the water from a protected beach. Observe and handle a variety of multicolored sea stars,
urchins, sea cucumbers and the giant sunflower star during your one-hour guided marine life tour. Discover the myriad of fish that
inhabit these waters while snorkeling over the kelp forest. A hot beverage is provided before returning to your ship.

Participants must weigh between 90 and 250 pounds to ensure proper wetsuit fit. Don't forget to bring a towel and swimsuit.
Participation requires completion of a waiver release form administered by the tour operator, as past or present medical conditions may
restrict participation in this program.

KE27 - Rainforest Wildlife Sanctuary

PRICE: ADULT: 85.00 / CHILD: 57.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

After a coastal drive to the Alaska Rainforest Sanctuary located in the forested mountains at rustic Herring Cove, meet your naturalist
and be guided along improved trails through the heart of the dense forest, amongst tall stands of hemlock, spruce and Alaska cedar.
Interpretive stops will be made at strategically located viewing areas. Your guide will lead you to a protected open estuary where you will
follow Eagle Creek along an elevated wooden trail over grassy wetlands. During the spawning season bears and seals feed on salmon in
Eagle Creek and the likelihood of viewing animals is good, although not guaranteed. Eagles and other birds wait for scraps left by the
bears and seals in the estuary. Mink, marten and wolf also frequent the area. Seasonal ecosystem changes result in varying levels of
wildlife activity. At the conclusion of the approximate half-mile trail hike you will be guided through the Herring Bay Lumber
Company sawmill. Observe a Master Native totem pole carver at work, interact with and feed live reindeer and receive a sample of
aromatic Alaskan cedar. Complimentary snacks and beverages are provided in the Interpretive Center and shopping opportunities
await in the general store.

Comfortable walking shoes and warm layered clothing are recommended. Rain ponchos are provided if needed. This tour operates in all
weather conditions.
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KE28 - Ketchikan DUCK Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 22.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

Begin your DUCK adventure with a splash when this unique amphibious vehicle takes you through the streets of Ketchikan and
literally into the harbor. See Whale Park, the salmon ladder and the Totem Heritage Center. Stop at Creek Street to learn of
Ketchikan's colorful past and salty beginnings. The DUCK will then drive into Ketchikan's bustling harbor where you will view local
fishing canneries, seaplane docks and Ketchikan's waterfront community aboard this Coast Guard-certified and inspected amphibian
that doubles as a boat and a bus.

KE29 - Alaska Undersea Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

Explore the ocean floor and area’s vegetation and marine life from six feet below the water line onboard the Nautilus semi-submersible
vessel. Underwater viewing windows allow you to explore the underwater world up close, while an underwater camera will capture real
time underwater activity, which you may view on one of the two monitors located within the viewing pod. From topside view
surrounding islands, Alaska’s temperate rainforest, Snows Cove and Creek Street while learning of the stories and legends of days gone
by. You won’t want to miss the onboard touch pool!

Warm layered water resistant clothing recommended for topside viewing. Binoculars are provided.

KE30 - Totem Bight & Heritage Deluxe

PRICE: ADULT: 74.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

This comprehensive tour combines Ketchikan’s culturally rich heritage, natural beauty and bawdy past. Visit Totem Bight State Park
and explore the coastline where indigenous natives first settled, and built their lives and traditions around the rich bounty of the sea
and lush rainforest. Walk amongst the totems that tell of their legends and lore. Journey back in time as your guide shares the stories
held within the ancient symbols. The day-to-day lives of these earliest settlers will be shared during a visit to the Tribal House.  End
your visit at Totem Bight State Park with a light snack of smoked salmon and a sparkling beverage at the Alaska Totem Trading
Company.

Visit the Deer Mountain Eagle Center where you will view a bonded pair of American Bald Eagles. This will be your finest opportunity
to photograph our national symbol - just 10 feet away from the observation platform. A highlight of your visit is a personal viewing of at
least five birds of prey - perhaps a Great Horned Owl or a Peregrine Falcon. Local handlers will introduce you to these majestic raptors
and if conditions permit you will be able to take photographs. Legends come alive as a local storyteller shares stories of their ancestors.
Just a short walk across Ketchikan Creek, you will visit and view the oldest collection of authentic totems in the United States at the
Totem Heritage Center.

Hear about life in Alaska’s First City from your local guide as you journey passed famous Creek Street. Your guide will share highlights
and points of interest as you pass these once familiar haunts of bootleggers and gamblers. At the Southeast Discovery Center, U.S.
Forest Service staff will guide you through interactive displays and exhibits highlighting the natural and cultural history of life in
Southeast Alaska. View the award-winning film “Mystical Southeast Alaska” before returning to your ship or exploring downtown on
your own.
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KE31 - Rainforest Ropes & Zipline Challenge

PRICE: ADULT: 134.00 / CHILD: 134.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

From your unique vantage point you will observe the rainforest like eagles do as they soar over the forest canopy. Your guides will lead
you on a short walk into the forest where you will be outfitted with specialized climbing gear and receive a safety briefing.

Your first challenge will get you off the ground as you gain confidence in your belay system on a balance beam. Continue to gain
elevation in a series of challenges as you ascend higher into the trees across a suspension bridge, traverse a two line bridge, inch across a
postman's walk, cross a swinging log and walk up a Burma bridge to the zip line platforms. The zip lines will take you over to a tree
platforms located 65-feet above the ground nestled into old growth trees. As you finish, head over to the climbing wall and put your
skills and confidence to the test and ascend the wall, ring the bell and rappel down.

Participants must be at least 13 years old, 58-inches tall, between 80 and 230 pounds and be comfortable with heights. Closed toed
shoes are required.

KE32 - Canopy Adventure & Wildlife Expedition

PRICE: ADULT: 163.00 / CHILD: 163.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Imagine gliding through the top of a rainforest canopy along a series of cables suspended between tall spruce, hemlock and cedar trees.
This eco-adventure combines a flight over 7 zip lines and 4,500 feet of high tension cables, 3 aerial bridges and a ground based network
of nature trails and boardwalks. After a safety briefing and equipment outfitting, an off-road vehicle will transport you to the canopy
camp where you will hike up to the first platform. Your guides will progressively ease you into the forest canopy along cables ranging
from a short 175-feet to the 850-foot pulse pounding “Ben’s Revenge.” During your adventure you will be up to 135 feet above the
forest floor. Watch for wildlife from the tree platforms, discover a hidden forest waterfall and cross three hanging sky bridges. The
wildlife habitat includes bald eagles, black bear, and a variety of other species. Your chance of spotting wildlife is good, but not
guaranteed.

After this once-in-a-lifetime experience, you will “touch down” at the base complex where there will be time to interact with live
reindeer, observe a master Native totem carver at work, view exhibits in the Interpretive Center and shop in the General Store.

Participants must be at least 10 years old, between 90 to 250 pounds, comfortable with heights, and prepared to ascend 125 feet by
boardwalk trail and forest stairs. This tour is not recommended for pregnant women or persons prone to seizures or those with neck,
back or shoulder problems. Closed toe shoes, long pants and layered clothing recommended.

KE33 - Eagle Island Single Sea Kayak

PRICE: ADULT: 97.00 / CHILD: 73.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

This is a sea kayak tour for those with prior kayaking experience, as you will paddle in a single kayak! Your adventure beings with a van
ride to the North end of Ketchikan where you will be led down to the waterfront facility. Your guides will present a kayak orientation,
safety briefing and get you outfitted for your paddle in a single kayak. Gain confidence as you paddle to Eagle Island. The protected
waters of Clover Pass provide an opportunity to experience the tranquility of the Tongass National Forest. During your paddle, learn
about the natural and cultural history of the Tongass while keeping a keen eye out for bald eagles, seals and jumping salmon.

Participants must be at least 14 years old and not more than 79 inches tall or 230 pounds. This excursion involves approximately 1.5
hours of paddling. Participants should be aware that single kayaks do not have the stability of double kayaks and the chance of capsizing
is great than in a double kayak.
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KE35 - Adventure Kart Expedition

PRICE: ADULT: 199.00 / CHILD: 199.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Learn about Ketchikan’s history and economy during your narrated drive to the staging area for your adventure on a specially designed,
off-road all terrain vehicle. After a safety briefing and vehicle orientation set out caravan style on your 2-person ATV for an
approximate one-hour exploration of a privately owned rain forest preserve. Travel a backcountry road along the shoreline of George
Inlet. Arriving at your destination of glacier-carved Mahoney Basin, there will be time to stretch your legs and independently explore
the area. Drivers and passengers may switch positions for the return trip. Next, you will board a sightseeing catamaran for a one hour
narrated cruise through George Inlet back to downtown Ketchikan.

Participants must be at least 40 pounds and 50 inches tall. Participants who want to drive must present a valid driver’s license. Portions
of the trail may be bumpy and dusty. Raingear and helmet are provided for the off-road portion of this tour.

KE36 - ThrillerAlaska's Native Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 185.00 / CHILD: 160.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Board a powerboat for an exhilarating 16-mile run to Metlakatla, Alaska's only Indian reserve, located on Annette Island. Your captain
will bring you near Walden Rock to view any wildlife that may be in the area – seals, eagles and ravens are common. Upon arrival to
Metlakatla, the Tsimpshian people will greet and take you to their Longhouse for traditional Native dancing and songs, accompanied
by the bentwood box drums. Tour the Artists' Pavilion and witness Native artwork production in carving, beading, basket weaving and
more.

Polar fleece lap blankets, goggles, and raingear are provided. Warm clothing and sunglasses are recommended. This tour is not
recommended for pregnant women or persons with heart conditions or who have recently undergone surgery.

KE37 - Custom Hummer Expedition

PRICE: ADULT: 547.00 / CHILD: 547.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

This customizable tour allows you and your traveling companions an opportunity to choose what interests you most and then pairs you
with a local knowledgeable guide. Explore Ketchikan and Revillagigedo Island in rugged luxury as you ride in a fully loaded Hummer
H2 with heated leather seats and dual air temperature controls. Independent front suspension and rear air shock suspension makes the
ride of these H2's smooth and comfortable while cruising through town or climbing a mountainside.

Your adventure begins on the docks of Ketchikan where your guide will greet you at the ramp of your cruise ship. First you head south
of town for stops that can include Saxman Native Village, a rainforest and beach walk, a stop at Herring Cove to look for wildlife in
season and then a viewing of Beaver Falls waterfall. Next you will head towards the north end of the island. On the north end
attractions can include a drive through the Ward Creek area of the Tongass National Rainforest, a stop at Totem Bight State Park or a
bit of off-roading that will take you up Slide Mountain 1,100 feet to a private vista view point where you will stop for a small snack
before heading back to your cruise ship. Custom stops can include but are not limited to: shopping, dining or exploring just about
anything on the island.

The Hummer H2 can accommodate up to five (5) passengers. This tour should only be pre-reserved by one individual per party; the
entire cost of the vehicle will be charged to that person’s credit card details and cannot be divided amongst the party by the cruise line.
Celebrity Cruises Inc. will not match persons requesting an excursion to form a private group for this tour. The shore excursion office
will request that you complete a preference card to provide advance details to the local agent prior to your arrival into port. This tour is
non-refundable within 24 hours of port arrival.
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KE38 - Saxman Native Village & Lumberjack Show

PRICE: ADULT: 82.00 / CHILD: 41.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Experience the living culture of modern day Southeast Alaskan Natives and view Saxman Totem Park, boasting the world's largest
collection of authentic totem poles. For generations it has been tradition in Tlingit villages to welcome guests with elaborate
ceremonies. At Saxman Village, visitors experience the same time honored welcome of years gone by. See totem carvers working in the
Village Carving Center. Witness young performers demonstrating dances and telling tribal stories during your exclusive visit to the
Beaver Clan House. Listen as your tour hosts share their history, art and ancestors' way of life, and help unravel the mysteries that lie
beneath the towering, majestic totem poles that stand as sentries over the present generation. Please be aware that Saxman Village is
modern and reflects the lifestyle of today's Natives, while still upholding the traditions and culture of their historical past.

After departing Saxman it is on to The Great Alaskan Lumberjack Show where the rowdy good time begins! Hardy lumberjacks bring
to life Alaska’s colorful timber history with an action packed competition in the covered and heated arena. Cheer on your team of
World Champion lumberjacks in events such as chopping, sawing, log rolling, speed climbing and more. There may be a short wait
prior to the lumberjack show start; this time can be spent on your own in the Lumberjack Show Company store.

KE39 - Mountain Top Flightseeing & Exclusive Crab Feed

PRICE: ADULT: 189.00 / CHILD: 157.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Combine two Alaskan experiences: a floatplant flight and dining on Alaskan Dungeness Crab! Your flightseeing begins as you take off
from the Ketchikan floatplane docks. The community will quickly be revealed below along with panoramic views of the Tongass
National Forest. Your narrated flight will include the significance of the plane you are aboard and the landmarks below. After landing
at the dock at the remote yet rustic George Inlet Lodge, you will be escorted to the Lodge’s private dining room. Snack on smoked
salmon as you learn about the colorful George Inlet Lodge and its epic journey across 90 miles of ocean to its current location. Sip white
wine or Alaskan Amber beer as your host entertains you with stories and knowledge of Alaska, Ketchikan, and more. Your meal will
include a fresh romaine salad topped with homemade oriental style dressing, followed by steamed baby red potatoes and Dungeness
Crab. A second helping of crab will be by shortly! After dessert and time to explore the Lodge, you will embark on the second half of
your floatplane flightseeing taking a new path along the coast and back to downtown. Approximately 35 minutes total flight time.
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Sitka, Alaska

SI1 - Historic Russian America Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 43.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

For 63 years, Sitka was the Capital City of Czarist Russia. During this tour you will visit St. Michael's Russian Orthodox Cathedral with
its priceless 16th Century icons and religious artifacts. Your stop at the Sitka National Historical Park, where the Battle of Alaska
occurred, will include time to view the totems and museum quality cultural exhibits and speak with Tlingit Native carvers. The tour
concludes with an authentic Russian style folk dance performed by Sitka’s New Archangel Dancers.

Tour may operate in reverse order to alleviate congestion. Photography is not allowed inside St. Michael's Cathedral.

SI2 - Russian America & Raptor Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 53.00 / CHILD: 30.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Visit the historical sights of this former "Russian Capital" city and tour through the Alaska Raptor Center. All varieties of raptors, owls,
hawks, falcons and eagles benefit from the Center's efforts to rescue birds, provide rehabilitative care and hopefully release them back
into the wild. After your introduction to the Center, there will be time to view the flight center, clinic window and outside deck
habitat areas.

Visit Sitka National Historical Park, where the 1804 "Battle of Alaska" was fought. The park hosts cultural exhibits and Alaska Native
artisans who will demonstrate their totemic art form. Driving through the Russian historical district and Native Village, you will see the
Russian Cemetery, Block House and Castle Hill, location of the 1867 land transfer ceremony. Experience an authentic Russian folk
dance as performed by the New Archangel Dancers, clad in their colorful costumes. At St. Michael's, the first Russian Orthodox
Cathedral in America, view priceless icons and artifacts dating back to the 16th Century.

Tour may operate in reverse order to alleviate congestion. Photography is not allowed inside St. Michael's Cathedral.

SI3 - Sitka Historic & Nature Walk

PRICE: ADULT: 51.00 / CHILD: 31.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Become immersed in the history and natural beauty of Sitka. Accompanied by a local guide, your walk begins at the base of Castle Hill,
site of the 1867 Land Transfer Ceremony where Alaska was purchased from Russia. Continue through the historic district passing
through Totem Square, formerly the Russian parade ground. Learn the history of surrounding structures, including the Russian
Cathedral and Russian Bishop's House. Along the shoreline see Victorian-style homes, old churches, and the Sheldon Jackson College,
where James Michener stayed while writing "Alaska." Leaving the residential area behind, walk through the Sitka National Historical
Park viewing authentic totems before crossing the bridge at Indian River. Ascending through the rain forest arrive at the Alaska Raptor
Center. There will be time to explore and photograph the Center's flight center, exhibit area, open bird habitat and clinic window.
Bald eagles, owls, hawks, and other birds of prey are found throughout the grounds. Staff wildlife interpreters are available to answer
questions and explain the Raptor Center's mission. Upon conclusion of the tour a van will take you back to the pier. Tour may operate
in reverse order to alleviate congestion.

The tour operator will provide a complimentary ticket to independently visit St. Michael's Cathedral, the first Russian Orthodox
Cathedral in America, housing priceless icons and religious artifacts. Guests on afternoon departures may want to visit the cathedral
prior to the tour; show your tour voucher at cathedral for admission.

This walk covers approximately 2.5 miles over uneven ground, trails and stairways. Layered clothing and waterproof walking shoes are
recommended.
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SI4 - Sitka Bike & Hike Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Embark on a guided adventure to experience a Sitka seldom seen by visitors and get some exercise in the fresh clean air. After a drive to
the old Alaska Pulp Mill site, gear up, receive safety instructions and begin your bike ride passing closely to the Pacific Ocean and
overlooking Silver Bay. Your tour focuses on the local history, lore, and fauna. Photographic opportunities are plentiful as the route
includes a hike to Thimbleberry Lake crossing a waterfall and continuing to the beach at Whale Park. Guides are local residents who
are enthusiastic and familiar with history, nature, and current events in Sitka.

Participants must be at least 10 years old, 58-inches tall and weigh not more than 275 pounds. This excursion involves approximately 4
miles of bike riding over rolling terrain and approximately 1 mile of walking. Rain jacket and pants, bicycle, mandatory helmet and a
snack are provided. Participants should be aware there are certain inherent risks involved in any cycling excursion.

SI5 - Silver Bay Cruise & Salmon Hatchery

PRICE: ADULT: 53.00 / CHILD: 31.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Cruise through a glacier-carved fjord and tour a working salmon hatchery. Learn about the rainforest’s natural history as the boat glides
so close to shore that you can almost touch the tress. If you spot wildlife the Captain will maneuver the boat to give the best possible
view. Step ashore at the remote Medvejie Salmon Hatchery in Bear Cove to learn how Southeast Alaskan fishermen are working with
fisheries biologists to raise chinook, coho and chum salmon to supplement wild salmon stocks. Depending on the season you may see
salmon swimming in floating pens being prepared for release, or gathering in the cove to ascend the fish ladder.

Cruising back to Sitka, view the Liberty Prospect Gold Mine and see the beach where, in 1804, Tlingit warriors fought a valiant but
futile battle against a Russian warship for control of their ancestral home. Approaching the harbor, see the spires of St. Michael's
Russian Orthodox Cathedral and other Sitka landmarks. Admission to St. Michael’s Cathedral is included in the tour price. Guests on
afternoon departures may want to visit the cathedral prior to the tour; show your tour voucher at cathedral for admission.

Participants should be able to walk at least 250 yards on ramps and uneven terrain to fully experience the sights at the salmon
Hatchery. Dress warmly and bring a rainproof jacket.

SI6 - Sea Otter & Wildlife Quest

PRICE: ADULT: 117.00 / CHILD: 85.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Join a cruise that guarantees wildlife viewing and offers the opportunity to observe sea otters, whales, sea lions, porpoise, harbor seals,
brown bears, blacktailed deer, bald eagles and a variety of marine birds. An onboard naturalist will explain the workings of this
remarkable ecosystem.  Learn about the sea otters’ recovery, following their near-extinction at the hands of Russian fur hunters in the
early 1800s. Your waterjet-driven tour vessel has been designed to navigate Southeast Alaska's narrow island passages, allowing for
wildlife viewing at close range. Each vessel features a warm cabin with enclosed seating, large windows and a topside observation deck
for unparalleled photo opportunities and to fully experience your quest with all of your senses.

The tour operator guarantees you will see an otter, a whale, or a bear. If not, you'll receive a $100 cash refund ($50 refund per child) as
you disembark the tour vessel. The tour includes complimentary admission into St Michael’s Russian Orthodox Cathedral, should you
choose to explore the area on your own either before or after the tour. Guests on afternoon departures will want to visit the cathedral
prior to the tour; show your tour voucher at the cathedral for admission.

Dress warmly and bring a rainproof jacket to wear on the observation deck.
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SI7 - Wilderness Sea Kayaking Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 108.00 / CHILD: 75.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Meet on the dock and prepare for your adventure by suiting up in rain gear and life jackets. Board a motorized inflatable raft for an
exhilarating ride to the floating kayak base camp. Upon arrival at the base camp, your guide will provide instruction on the use of
oceangoing two-person kayaks. These maneuverable boats allow you to explore the protected bays and inlets from a serene, natural
perspective. Groups of four to six kayaks will be led by a guide well-versed in the marine environment of the area. Paddle approximately
1.5 hours before returning to the base camp for a hot beverage, snack and transfer back to town.

Participants must be between 40 and 250 pounds. This excursion involves approximately 1.5 hours of paddling and will operate in all
weather conditions. Warm clothing is recommended. Life vest, rain gear and all necessary kayaking equipment provided.

SI8 - Sitka Sportfishing

PRICE: ADULT: 192.00 / CHILD: 192.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Sitka Sound and its adjacent waters are teeming with a wide variety of fish, dramatic views and wildlife. Board a fully equipped fishing
vessel and your experienced captain will guide you to favorite spots for salmon fishing. If you wish, your catch can be prepared locally
(flash frozen or smoked) and shipped to your home for an additional charge (US addresses only) payable at the conclusion of your tour.
Credit card payment is required. We regret that fish cannot be stored on board the ship.

Deck or rubber soled shoes must be worn on the boat. Bring appropriate outdoor clothing. Alaska State Law requires a valid one-day
fishing license, which may be purchased for $20 from your fishing boat captain. During the King Salmon season, an additional $10 King
Salmon stamp is also required. Please note that once sport fishing participation figures have been sent to the operator no refunds will be
granted in cases where guests decide not to utilize the service for whatever reason. Due to the nature of fishing, "catching" cannot be
guaranteed.

SI9 - Sea Life Discovery Semi-Submersible

PRICE: ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Immerse yourself in the hidden world beneath Alaskan seas and experience life beneath the waves like you have never seen it before.
Glide through eel grass beds, drift through kelp forests and explore rocky shoals in heated comfort aboard Alaska's first semi-
submersible tour vessel. You will discover that the cold waters of Alaska teem with life, including jellyfish, anemones, crab, fish,
starfish, and a variety of aquatic plants, thanks to long hours of summer daylight and the nutrient-rich currents of the North Pacific.

Large, underwater viewing windows allow you to encounter the underwater world up close while the naturalist's narration enhances the
experience. Onboard monitors and a scuba diver using underwater video reveal even more of the world beneath the sea, while an open-
top aquarium brings sea creatures on board the vessel. Your tour will conclude above deck with refreshments, including cookies topped
with kelp marmalade.

SI10 - Halibut Fishing

PRICE: ADULT: 278.00 / CHILD: 278.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours Approx.

Experience Halibut or bottom fishing in the waters outside of Sitka Sound from a fully equipped fishing vessel. Bottom fishing involves
an approximate one-hour boat ride each way to get to and from the halibut grounds. While this excursion primarily targets Halibut, it is
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also possible to catch Salmon, Red Snapper, Ling Cod and Sea Bass. A light box lunch is included. Your catch may be processed locally
and shipped to your home for an additional charge (US addresses only) payable at the conclusion of the tour (credit cards required).
We regret that fish cannot be stored on board the ship.

Deck or rubber soled shoes must be worn on the boat. Bring appropriate outdoor clothing. Alaska State Law requires a valid one-day
fishing license, which may be purchased for $20 from your fishing boat captain. During the King Salmon season, an additional $10 King
Salmon stamp is also required.

Minimum age to participate is 5 years old. Halibut fishing is done on the open ocean and is subject to ocean swells and wind chop.
Seasickness precautions should be taken in advance of your excursion. Be advised that this excursion requires a minimum number of
participants to operate and is subject to weather conditions. Once fishing participation figures have been sent to the operator no
refunds will be granted in cases where guests decide not to utilize the service for whatever reason. Due to the nature of fishing,
"catching" cannot be guaranteed.

SI11 - Native Cultural & Historic Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 46.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Become immersed in Baranof Island's blend of cultures as you witness historic events through the eyes of Sheet' Ka's first inhabitants.
As you are escorted through the Sitka National Historic Park view the beach where Tlingit warriors fought the unsuccessful battle in
1804 to retain control of their ancestral home. Visit the Interpretive Center and watch demonstrations of Native artisans and join a
narrated stroll through the rain forest viewing totem poles.

Visit the Sheldon Jackson Museum and view the largest collection of artifacts from the four major Native groups in Alaska. Hidden
treasures of Alaska's ancient times are displayed in every drawer you explore. The nationally renowned Naa Kahidi Dancers complete
your cultural experience by providing an educational and entertaining dance performance held in a traditional-style Clan House. The
aroma of the cedar fire and the deep sound of box drums fills the room as the Tlingit dancers enter in Native regalia presenting ancient
songs passed down through generations.

This tour may be conducted in reversed order. Dress warmly and bring a rainproof jacket.

SI13 - Tongass Forest Nature Hike

PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Explore the flora, fauna and history of Sitka and the Tongass National Forest, the largest temperate rain forest in the world and the
largest national forest in the United States. Your exploration begins with a short drive to the Starrigavin Muskeg trailhead. The trail
ascends to the muskeg area and then descends to Starrigavin Estuary, where you will stop at the bird viewing station. After a light
snack, continue to the Mosquito Cove Trail, where the hike climbs the headlands and descends to the ocean. Your guide will discuss
the tidal zones, the temperate rain forest and its ecology. The hike portion of your tour ends at Old Sitka, site of the first Russian
encounter on Baranof Island in 1799. After a discussion of the area's Russian history, board a van for the short drive to the dock.

Minimum age to participate is 10 years old. This excursion involves approximately 4 miles of walking over uneven surfaces and a series
of stair steps with an elevation gain of approximately 600-feet. Comfortable, sensible walking shoes and clothing suitable for outdoor
activity are recommended.
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SI14 - Native Cultural, Historic & Raptor Experience

PRICE: ADULT: 129.00 / CHILD: 129.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience Sitka first-class while indulging on hors d'oeuvres and beverages served by the tour host throughout your journey. A
knowledgeable, local native guide will narrate as you explore Baranof Island. See historic landmarks, and experience first-hand the rich
history and cultural diversity that lives on.

Premier seating will be reserved at the Naa Kahidi Native Dance Performance. Held inside a traditional style Tlingit Clan House, the
performance begins with a resonating box drum and the aroma of burning cedar permeating the room. Tlingit dancers enter in their
regalia to captivate you with ancient songs passed down through generations. You will have the opportunity to photograph and visit
with dancers immediately following the performance.

At Sitka National Historic Park, be escorted through the lush rainforest along a totem-lined path. Rainforest ecology, totem
significance, and Tlingit/Russian history, traditional edible and medicinal plants are just a few of the topics that will be explored.
Southeast Alaska Indian Cultural Center provides the opportunity to witness Tlingit Native artisans at work and view the park's
museum exhibits.

Visit the Alaska Raptor Center, a nonprofit organization dedicated to educating the public and providing medical treatment for birds of
prey. Trained facility staff will introduce you to a variety of natural exhibits, including more than 20 living Raptors-in-Residence (bald
and golden eagles, hawks, falcons and owls), giving you the opportunity to closely observe these majestic creatures.

SI15 - Captain's Choice Wildlife Quest & Beach Trek

PRICE: ADULT: 166.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Embark on one of Alaska's most intimate wildlife viewing adventures aboard a deluxe expedition vessel and step ashore on a remote
island to explore the rugged coast. Your Captain will use his understanding of the tides, weather and seasonal evolutions to design an
expedition uniquely suited to the day. Whales, sea otters, puffins and brown bears are just a few of the species that thrive in the region's
environment. As animals are sighted, the Captain will maneuver the vessel to provide optimal viewing and the onboard Naturalist will
provide insight to their life-cycles and behaviors. Experience the encounter from the comfort of the window-lined cabin or with all
your senses from out on deck. You'll go ashore on a remote island and experience a quiet exploration of tide pools, trace meandering
wildlife tracks or have a rest on a beach log. While beachcombing keep an eye out for Japanese fishing floats and other exotic flotsam.

Participants must be in good health, at least 8 years of age, and able to walk up to 0.5 miles over wet, uneven terrain. Wear sturdy
footgear and dress warmly in layers, as this tour operates in all weather conditions.

SI16 - Dry Suit Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 125.00 / CHILD: 125.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Snorkel in Sitka Sound! You will be provided all necessary instruction and dry suit equipment to stay warm and buoyant during your
snorkel. On arrival at the changing facility you will be fitted with the dry suit that fits over your street clothes, receive an orientation
regarding gear, safety procedures and information about the snorkeling location. During your approximate 45 minutes snorkel you may
be able to see an assortment of sea life including sea stars, sun stars, sea urchins, sea cucumbers, crabs, and a variety of fish, filter feeders,
and kelp. The water surrounding Sitka average approximately 50 degrees.

Participants must be at least 10 years old, between 70 and 250 pounds and between 54 to 82 inches tall to ensure proper wetsuit fit.
Loose fitting, comfortable clothes are recommended.  Dry suits, hoods, mask, snorkel, booties and fins are provided. Participation
requires completion of a waiver release form administered by the tour operator, as past or present medical conditions may restrict
participation in this program.
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SI17 - People of the Tides

PRICE: ADULT: 165.00 / CHILD: 165.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Explore Sitka Sound, visit a remote fish camp, and take a walk through the rainforest with a native guide to learn how the original
inhabitants of Southeast Alaska have thrived here for thousands of years. Your adventure begins aboard a waterjet-powered catamaran,
specially designed for up-close exploring. Sitka's dependence on the sea will be fully evident as you pass near fishermen, tugboat crews
and Coast Guard sailors all tending to their vessels. Beyond the harbor, cruise through narrow passages and past countless uninhabited
islands, surrounded by the peacefulness and majesty of Alaska's coastal wilderness.

Here, you'll discover a place where people harvest the ocean's bounty using knowledge passed down since the last ice age. Be welcomed
ashore at the Dog Point Fish Camp and learn how a Tlingit family is teaching culture, language and time-honored subsistence skills to
the next generation. You may even get the opportunity to help prepare freshly caught fish, or sample delicacies from the forest and tide
zone.

Back aboard your expedition craft, cruise near "Redoubt St. Michael" – Russia's first outpost in the region – before beach-landing in a
cove to hike in the shelter of giant cedar, spruce and hemlock trees. Your Tlingit guide will introduce you to the indigenous plants of
the rainforest and explain how they play an important role in the living culture of today’s native people.  At the Starrigavan trailhead
you will board a motorcoach for a scenic tour through historic Sitka. Your driver-guide will point out St Michael’s Russian Orthodox
Cathedral, the Sitka National Historic Park, the Sheldon Jackson Museum and other local attractions.

Participants must be at least 8 years of age and able to hike up to 0.75 mile over uneven terrain. Sturdy footgear, and warm layered
clothing is recommended; this tour operates in all weather conditions. Rain poncho, binoculars, snacks and beverages are provided.
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